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Demystifying the Rainbow:
The Future of Gender Diversity in Reproductive Healthcare



Part One (30 Mins) Part Two (30 Mins)
• Essay by Felix Saturn • Finn Mercury on in-clinic approaches and 

limitations, nurse-led models and workplace 
education

• Gabe Curtis on peer navigation, utilising 
resources of adjacent services and forging 
valuable relationships between services 

• Questions and contributions from audience
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Screenshot of findings relating to access to healthcare and health burden 
 
Cheung, A., Bretherton, I., Thrower, E., Zwickl, S., Wong, A., Chetcuti, D., Grossmann, M. and 
Zajac, J., 2021. The Health and Well-Being of Transgender Australians: A National 
Community Survey. Mary Ann Liebert Inc. 

“

”Keogh, L., Gurrin, L. and Moore, P., 2021. Estimating the abortion rate in Australia 
from National Hospital Morbidity and Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme data. 
Medical Journal of Australia. 



• Inclusive language on booking/information websites

• Online booking options

• Pronouns/name on intake forms

• Multiple options for gender selection on intake forms

• Inclusion statements / flags on websites and email signatures

• Inclusion statements / flags in clinics

• LGBTQIA+ specific social media marketing 
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Jackson, a trans-man in Melbourne, booked himself for a surgical termination of pregnancy via an online booking 
form. He was grateful for the anonymity and privacy this facilitated, as he has previously experienced discrimination 
in other healthcare scenarios where workers have made assumptions on his healthcare needs based off his 
appearance and lower vocal register, characteristics affected by his use of hormone therapy. Upon entering the 
clinic, reception staff assume he is the support person of another individual accessing their service, based on his 
gender expression as binary male. This causes extreme discomfort for Jackson as he then needs to explain his 
circumstances to the staff in a busy waiting area, while other patients are in earshot. Jackson is now feeling very 
anxious about the procedure following this interaction.  

He completes all required pre-appointment checks and is now completing his intake form, and notices there are 
multiple gender options. He feels annoyed and hurt that inclusion practices put in place were not reflected in his 
interpersonal experience with staff. After his procedure, he is told to check back in with the clinic in 4 weeks to 
check that the IUD he had inserted during the procedure was inserted correctly and there are no issues, but he 
does not feel confident coming back following his isolating experience. Feeling avoidant as a result, he does not 
attend the follow up, nor does he organise one through a different service. 
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Case Study 1

“
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Case Study 2

KC, a non-binary person in Brisbane, booked themselves for an appointment at an abortion provider to receive the 
medication abortion pills. Upon entry to the clinic, they were impressed by multiple queer friendly signifiers in the waiting 
room, including pride and trans flags, and options for pronouns on the intake forms. Because of these subtle environmental 
factors, KC felt comfortable sharing their sexual information with the nurse prior to seeing the doctor for the abortion 
medication, as they had some questions about medication interactions. They are in an open relationship with their cis male 
partner, who has regular sex with other cis men - so, KC chooses to take daily PrEP as a precaution against HIV infection. In 
addition, they also would like to discuss how their experience of pregnancy has heightened their sense of body dysmorphia.  

The nurse did not check the pronouns on their intake form, and refers to KC with feminine pronouns and by their Medicare 
name. KC finds the constant deadnaming, misgendering, feminising language and the nurse’s tone towards them off putting 
and infantilising. The nurse mistakes their upset demeanour, and questions whether KC is sure they want to proceed with 
the termination. KC is sure about their decision and finds the nurse’s assumption to be insensitive, so they choose not to 
delve further about their struggle with body dysmorphia.  They also decide not to mention their PrEP medication as they do 
not feel comfortable explaining their circumstances to the nurse. They take a guess and figure the PrEP medication 
probably doesn’t interact negatively, so they continue taking it as normal before, throughout and after their medication 
abortion. They are not currently linked in with a queer friendly psychologist or counsellor.


“

”
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Marsha P. Johnson and Sylvia Rivera at the Christopher 
Street Liberation Day March, 1973. Photo by Leonard Fink, 
Courtesy LGBT Community Center National History Archive 

Non binary musician Dorian Electra’s 2021 Pride Shirt merch - a 
playful criticism of corporate marketing during Pride month. 
Courtesy of Electra’s instagram page.  



Instagram screenshots of inclusive art/words
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Screenshot of infographic posted by MSI  
Sourced via Twitter

Screenshot of text posted by MSI 
Sourced via Twitter

Screenshot of apology posted by MSI 
Sourced via Twitter
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Census 2016
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Census 2021
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”
Screenshot of table, Respondent sociodemographic characteristics, overall and by abortion history among an online sample of transgender, 
nonbinary, and gender-expansive individuals who were assigned female or intersex at birth in the United States. Moseson, H., Fix, L., Ragosta, S., 
Forsberg, H., Hastings, J., Stoeffler, A., Lunn, M., Flentje, A., Capriotti, M., Lubensky, M. and Obedin-Maliver, J., 2021. Abortion experiences and 
preferences of transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people in the United States. American Journal of Obstetrics & Gynecology.
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Part Two (30 Mins)
• Finn Mercury on in-clinic approaches and 

limitations, nurse-led models and workplace 
education

• Gabe Curtis on peer navigation, utilising 
resources of adjacent services and forging 
valuable relationships between services 

• Questions and contributions from audience
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